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Hi! I’m Sharon Jurd and welcome to my Biz Blitz video and today I want to talk 

to you about overcoming your fear. In fact, I’ve got three easy steps for you to 

overcome your fear.  

 

One, first acknowledge your fear. Say what you’re fearful about. If you’re fearful 

of networking, if you’re fearful of cold-calling, if you’re fearful of follow-up. 

What is it that you are actually fearful about? And when you acknowledge that, 

it becomes easier to overcome because if you just brush it aside and make 

excuses about being too busy, not having enough time, anything that you want 

to put in front of you, once you break down those barriers and go, “Right, what 

it is, it’s just a real fear of doing that”. The acknowledgment is the first step.  

 

Secondly, get clarity about what you want as your outcome. If you are fearful 

of follow-up, get clear that you need to make X amount of phone calls or emails 

or face-to-face meetings to follow-up those potential clients and know in real, 

clear terms what you need as an outcome that your fear is stopping you from 

getting.  

 

And then thirdly, set some actions around what you are going to do. These 

actions might include making the appointments and forcing yourself to go. It 

might be getting some coaching, and that’s what I help people with a lot. Even 

though people see me as a business growth specialist, I help you grow as well, 

in your own mindset and those blockages that you may have. So you may go, 

“I’m going to get some coaching to help me overcome this and make sure that I 

achieve my outcomes.” So, set the actions around what you want to do. And 

then just get started with it, make massive actions with those steps. Make sure 

you make that call and go, “Sharon, I need help. I’m fearful of doing this. Can 

you help me?” Let’s catch up and see how we can work together. Do what you 
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need to do to set those actions in motion so you will be heading towards the 

outcome that you need. 

 

Let’s recap. First, acknowledge your fear. Accept that you are fearful of doing it. 

It might not be “I just don’t like making calls”, what’s the fear of holding you 

back? Is it rejection or not? Get the acknowledgement. Secondly, get clarity on 

what the outcome is you want to achieve. And then thirdly, set the actions in 

motion so you are moving towards changing yourself or your business and your 

life and then just get started on it. There will be no looking back. You won’t be 

focused on the fear and you’ll wonder what you were fearful about over the 

next coming days, weeks and months and you’ll probably have a little chuckle 

to yourself as well.  

 

So that’s my video today, I’m Sharon Jurd. Thank you for listening to my video. 

If you think this video would add value to your family, your friends or your 

colleagues, especially if they have some fear, please share my video. I want to 

help as many people as I can and I need your help to do that. I will talk to you 

very soon. 


